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School context 

Humberston Church of England Primary School is of average size and is situated close to Grimsby and 

Cleethorpes. The percentage of pupils eligible for free school meals is very small and this is also the 

case for those who have special educational needs and those who are from ethnic minorities. Few 

pupils either join or leave the school at points other than at Foundation Stage and Year 6. A new 

headteacher has been appointed to the school since the last inspection.  

The distinctiveness and effectiveness of Humberston Church of England Primary School 

as a Church of England school are outstanding 

 Outstanding leadership by the headteacher has galvanised the school community towards a 

common goal of high aspirations, rooted in a clear Christian vision. 

 School leaders, pupils, parents, governors and staff readily articulate and demonstrate how 

shared Christian values impact on the achievement and wellbeing of all members of the school 

community.  

 Relationships within and across the school community are outstanding and firmly embedded 
upon the bedrock of the school’s Christian ethos. 

 High quality and well planned acts of worship serve to deepen pupils’ spiritual development 

and personal faith journey.  

Areas to improve 

 Fully implement the Church School Distinctiveness Action Plan ensuring links in the 

community and beyond are fully developed. 

 Develop pupils’ understanding and use of religious literacy through enhancing their 
experiences of the rich traditions of Anglican worship. 
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The school, through its distinctive Christian character, is outstanding at meeting the 

needs of all learners 

The headteacher and leadership team have ensured that the school’s Christian vision is firmly rooted 

in ‘we hold the keys, you open the doors’. Specifically Christian values of respect, generosity, truth, 

peace, aspiration and forgiveness are lived out in the daily life of all within the school community. All 

readily articulate the school’s core values and purpose and can clearly articulate that the success of 

the school is firmly grounded on shared Christian values. This is ensuring that the overwhelming 

majority of pupils make good or better academic progress and many attain beyond national 

expectations. Parents are clear that they know, through their children, what the core values of the 

school are. They confidently express how this has a positive effect on their families. The school 

proclaims its Christian foundation effectively through displays and artefacts which promote deep 

thinking and reflection. Each learning area has a ‘reflection area’ where Christian values, illustrated by 

pupils, demonstrate and enhance their knowledge and understanding of their personal faith journey. 

Spiritual development is given a high priority through a wide variety of carefully planned experiences 

through the arts, religious education (RE) and worship. This is highly effective in ensuring pupils 

develop and strengthen their spiritual awareness. There is a rich variety of after school clubs on offer 

which enable pupils to develop a wider range of personal skills. Outstanding relationships between all 

within the school reflect the firmly held belief that all are valued as children of God. Pupils and parents 

say, and records confirm, that there are no racist or homophobic incidents in school. Incidents of 

bullying are extremely rare. Love, peace and laughter flow through this school and this is extended to 

visitors. Diversity is explored through the curriculum and worship enabling pupils to gain a growing 

understanding of cultural diversity. Although Christianity is central to the work and worshipping life of 

the school, visitors and pupils of other faiths support the learning of the global diversity of faith. This is 
underdeveloped and is a focus for development within the school’s action plans. Behaviour is 

exemplary. Pupils understand that forgiveness and ‘a new start’ are integral to their behaviour policy 

and can make links with this to their Christian values. RE has high priority within the curriculum, 

making a significant contribution to shaping the distinctive Christian character of the school. Lessons 

make links to the school’s core values thus enabling pupils to reflect on the similarities and differences 

between major world faiths. Pupils discuss these differences and similarities with clarity to extend 

their knowledge and understanding of major world faiths. Furthermore, this is enhancing their respect 

and tolerance for those of other faiths and none.  

The impact of collective worship on the school community is outstanding 

Worship is central to the daily life of the school, It has a high priority and is much valued by all. The 

impact of daily worship on the school community is profound. It is ensuring that the school lives and 

works as ‘one body’. Pupils say that they enjoy worship in its varying formats and can articulate what 

they think and feel about God. Staff and parents show that they too value this aspect of the school’s 

life and can articulate clearly how it is impacting on their lives. The importance of worship for parents 

is reflected in their high attendance at a variety of acts of worship. Pupils demonstrate an extremely 

clear understanding of The Trinity using a plait with three threads to illustrate the concept of ‘three in 

one’. Pupils are engaged in and responsive to the acts of worship. They like the fact that worship 

brings them together, ‘like a big family’. Pupils value the opportunity to plan and deliver their weekly 

class worship. They are becoming increasingly involved in evaluating acts of worship, effectively 

developing them as leaders. Pupils frequently contribute their own prayer to school worship. They 

understand that prayer provides an opportunity to talk to God, to praise, give thanks, say sorry and 

ask for forgiveness and share concerns. Pupils speak without reserve about the impact of worship on 

their personal faith journey, reflecting the depth of spiritual development which is taking place. 

Collective worship is well planned and based firmly on Christian values and Bible teaching. Themes 

also link to British values where appropriate. Worship has a significant impact on attitudes and 

behaviour in that pupils understand that they are trying to follow the example of Christ. A worshipful 

atmosphere is created enhancing spiritual development. Appropriate music and the holding of a 

pebble supports quiet personal reflection during class worship. Pupils come to worship quietly and 

reverently. They know that the candle which is lit represents Christ as the Light of the World coming 

into their school. The use of song as a vehicle for praise is much valued by pupils and they enjoy the 
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songs which have actions to them. Leaders make the best possible use of opportunities to work with 

the local church. These links need extending to enable pupils to experience the liturgical vocabulary 

and traditions of the Anglican faith more fully.    

The effectiveness of the leadership and management of the school as a church school is 

outstanding 

The headteacher, through her outstanding leadership, has galvanised the school community towards a 

common goal of high aspiration, rooted in a clear Christian vision. Pupils, parents, staff and governors 

articulate clearly the Christian vision and values, illustrating how they impact on their lives. All in the 

school community support and value the Christian ethos which pervades all aspects of its work. There 

is a tangible sense of pride amongst the community for their school and parents particularly note how 

the Christian vision and values impact on their family life at home. Parents value and support fully the 

Christian ethos. They believe that faith matters and that it contributes towards successful outcomes 

for their children. The headteacher is ensuring leaders are being fully developed to strengthen the 

continuing highly effective leadership of church schools both in this school and beyond. Dedicated and 

active governors are ensuring that they play a full part in shaping this vision for the school. 

Additionally, they have ensured that the foci for development from the previous inspection have been 

met. Governors place a high priority on training and the chair of governors is currently participating in 

the Governor’s Leadership Project with the diocese. School leaders and governors work closely 

together to enable learners to achieve high standards both academically and personally. Monitoring of 

the school’s work is regular and rigorous. As a consequence, leaders know the school well and rightly 

identify areas of strength and aspects for improvement. Policies include reference to spiritual, moral, 

social and cultural development as well as where values underpin provision and practice. This is 

sharply evident in, for example, RE. There is a clear and concise action plan in place to ensure that 

Christian distinctiveness is at the core of all actions. Leaders recognise the need to consolidate these 

plans so that further improvement is evident. This is particularly the case in ensuring links in the 

community and beyond are fully developed. There is no place for complacency amongst leaders and all 

are driven to ensure excellence through the school’s Christian vision. As a consequence of highly 

effective leadership of RE, every pupil is now attaining in line with national expectations with an 
increasing number attaining beyond expectations. Collective worship is systematically planned and 

evaluation of individual acts of worship are becoming more regular. Pupils are contributing to the 

evaluation of worship and this supports their development as leaders within the school. Both RE and 

collective worship have very high priority in the school. Leaders have been very well supported by the 

diocese in their journey towards becoming outstanding and in ensuring church school distinctiveness 

is at the heart of all decision making.  
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